Energy & Environmental ATROCITIES being promoted by OUR Government
The Federal Government, with the aid of the Media, is successfully Dumbing-Down the Populace to the point where very few have
any idea of the truth – they are constantly preaching the following:
1. That the Planet it DYING because of what Humans are doing to it.
2. Radical environmentalism is the ONLY way they will even live to be an adult.
3. We only have enough oil reserves for 3 years so don't drill here - use up other people's reserves.
And, Fracking will destroy our water supplies.
4. It is a "sin" to drive a big gas-guzzler car because it is KILLING THE PLANET.
We need to drive smaller cars and ride bicycles or walk.
5. Nuclear Power is unsafe, it will destroy the World and it is a resource that cannot be replaced.
6. We must use less energy, move into crowded apartments in cities, give animals equal rights to humans, make more
mass-transit facilities, return most of the land to Nature and reduce the world population by 95%.
FACTS 1. The planet is NOT dying! All “real” scientists (those not paid by the government to reinforce their policies) know that
the weather trends are cyclical and are caused by variations in the Earth's orbit around the Sun and "weather conditions"
on the SUN! There is NO concrete evidence that Humans have any significant effect on "Global Warming or Cooling"!
2. Radical Environmentalism was invented by the Richest 7 families on Earth (the same ones that created the FED) as a
means to attain a NWO (New World Order, where THEY have ALL the money and we are nothing but the workers
producing Their money). There is no doubt that a small percentage of the environmental movement has been and will
continue to be good. But none of this will prevent ANY children, now or in the future, from growing up. If this trend is
allowed to continue, however, they will certainly grow up in a world over which they have No Control & No Hopes to ever
advance their own lives. Environmentalism was "invented" in response to THEIR NEED to find something that would
"Enervate and Capture the Attention" of the People as well as wars do (to keep our minds off what they are doing, how
they were being sucked dry by inflation, more & more taxes etc and having less and less take-home buying power). The
US Government got involved when it commissioned a Special Study in 1963 (which was secretly published in 1963 – as
the Iron Mountain Report) to find out what would happen if we were to attain "World Peace". They found they would
LOSE CONTROL over us, which started much more serious efforts toward environmentalism as the ONLY answer to
their New World Order goals. Most of this is being led by members of the CFR (Council for Foreign Relations), which
poses as a very respectable organization that has goals of reducing world conflict (but, in fact, the DEEP-STATE, which is
run by many of our most influential politicians of the recent past, who all want a New World Order.
3. We have more than any other country in the World. Our reserves in the Bakken Range alone (in the Dakotas up into
Canada) is estimated to have enough to last the ENTIRE WORLD about 266 years. We have much, much more than that.
A large part of this oil will be harvested by "Fracking". But, the facts are that there is NO evidence that Fracking has hurt
ANY water supplies ANYWHERE. Every example offered by its opponents upon investigation revealed that they were
water supplies that had methane coming into their wells. While dangerous, because it could explode if not properly dealt
with, it does not harm the water itself. Most of this has been going on since time immemorial, but sometimes it can be
traced to old, deep oil wells.
4. It is not a "sin" to drive a big car. Our government is LYING to us about how much oil we have and why we should NOT
use our own oil! We will NEVER run out of oil! And, this is being used to make us think that we have to give up some
of our Rights, like "Freedom of Choice", one by one, until they are ALL gone. NEVER run out? Why? Because, not
long from now batteries will have developed to the point that Electric Cars will be able to power a car about 700 miles on
one charge. Instead of gas stations, we will have "Battery Swap-out Stations" that will exchange your car battery for a
fully charged one for about $10-15 in less time than it takes to fill your tank with $70 of gas. Actually, this is starting now
- slowly because it is NOT practical yet. We will NEVER run out - because cheap electricity from nuclear power plants
and other developing technologies will bring our needs for oil down and down - to near ZERO. We also use oil for the
manufacture of plastics, which is increasing - What about that? Technological advances in the not so far future will almost
certainly enable us to MAKE oil - we are developing ways to synthesize many products we never dreamed of only a short
time ago. If and When we started drilling wherever practical or possible, our economy will soar:
(This would not cost taxpayers ONE penny! Private investors would pay it all.)
Gas prices would drop dramatically (remember around 2007-8 when only the TALK of "Drill Baby Drill" brought prices
down from $3.00 to around $1.75 per gallon? Think what would have happened if our government hadn't lied and issued
the permits and we actually did it?
We would have about One BILLION Dollars per day coming INTO our economy instead of OUT of it
(we send this sum to the Middle-East EVERY day - to people that hate us so much that they pray to see us Exterminated).
Our auto industry would thrive again, as well as all the other industries directly and indirectly involved (transportation,
steel, manufacturing, tools, etc). All this REGAINED wealth (we had it for years & allowed it to be THROWN AWAY!)
would supercharge our entire economy.
Our national DEBT would disappear in short order (at our present rate nobody can see ANY way to even
significantly reduce its rate of growth!).
5. There are hundreds of more modern Nuclear Plants operating daily with NO problems. France is the world leader - they
are producing 100% of their electrical energy in nuclear plants. They have invented marvelous, safe systems that are being
implemented in other parts of the world and they are SAFE and have NEVER had even a small problem.
We already have enough Uranium to last 500,000 years supplying all of the World' electrical needs, which will change to

50,000,000 years soon, when the new "Fast Reactors come on-line (100 times more energy and 100 times less nuclear
waste than at present) and then to FOREVER when Fusion Reactors are perfected;
Nuclear power, if the facts ever ever known and the plants built, will furnish UNLIMITED power for about $3 /month.
6. All of this is "deceitful propaganda”. It comes directly from the UN's Agenda-21 Initiative, which is being denounced by
Legislatures and highly credible organizations all over our country.
A. We do NOT need to use less energy - what we need is to use what WE have. If we develop our OWN oil industry
(like it once was) and start building nuclear power plants our energy needs would DISAPPEAR and the cost of energy
would go down until it becomes INSIGNIFICANT - even for the poorest families.
There certainly is one thing we should STOP Immediately - the theft of taxpayers' money to be WASTED on
developing alternate energy sources.
If these ideas were practical our own people and industries would be falling all over themselves to invest in them.
B. There is no need whatsoever for more crowded living. We are perfectly capable of taking care of our individual
problems and the forces of "Supply & Demand" should determine where and how someone lives. We need
bureaucrats in the UN to be telling us "what is good for us "like we need the plague!”
C. There are NOW more wild animals in the US than anytime in the last 150 years due to Wildlife management, which is
100% supported by Hunters (at NO cost to the taxpayers). Why do animals need equal or superior "rights" to Humans?
Their lives are already better than ever before.
D. In almost every case within the US the need for Mass-Transit facilities is not economically reasonable.
There is NO DOUBT about ONE THING. The cost to the Public would be enormous and very few people, usually
about 1 in 20, would benefit from it. BUT, the 19 out of 20 that don't use it or benefit from it would be Forced by Law
to PAY for it! What are we trying to accomplish here?
The UN’s Agenda-21 goals are clearly stated - they want to destroy virtually everything that humans hold dear.
E. Why should we return the land back to nature? There is NO proof that Humans are Ruining the Planet, as some of the
Radical Environmentalists and the UN's Agenda-21 are saying. The facts are that the land is now more productive
and better cared for than ever before.
F. That we should reduce the World' population by 95% would be considered ludicrous if it were not such a seriously
EVIL goal! Most of use can remember hearing all of our lives how we were going to have more people than the land
was capable of feeding. Well, over the last 50 years or so, when all this was supposed to happen, the World population
has, in fact, increased quite a bit. But, due to technological advances of all types, we are now producing more food
than we need, on far less land than was formerly farmed, at lower prices to the consumer and with less effort required
by farmers to produce it. It used to be that a Farmer's life was pre-dawn to after nightfall, hard, hard work. Today,
while his life is certainly not a "cake-walk", it is much more conventional, requires but a fraction of the hard
physical work, does allow him some time off once in a while and pays better then ever before in history. And, food
costs less to the consumer, as a percentage of his earned income, and it is better.
The truth is that virtually all advanced societies in the world are reducing the size of their families. This is NOT
because of some government's mandate (except in the case of China) but because a family today does not require more
children to work and help support the family and most families have decided that they can better provide, and be
responsible, for a smaller family.

Related FACTS: If the following technologies showed real promise, our industries and our people would be investing in them.
THINK About It:

There is NO GOOD REASON for OUR government to invest in them if individuals won't! (WASTE OUR HARDEARNED MONEY) Besides, our Federal Government has NO AUTHORITY to invest in ANYTHING!
The only way our government can invest in these technologies is by Taking Money by FORCE from The People.
(From the very SAME People who have the common-sense to NOT want to invest their hard-earned money here!)

Solar power is a TOTAL WASTE.
1. It costs 10 times more money per Kilowatt-Hour than from our present coal or oil fired plants.
2. The sun only shines during the DAY! and you cannot count on the amount of sunlight available on any given day.
3. They take up a great deal of land, which essentially cannot be used for anything else.
3. Almost always the location of these "solar farms" is such that we have to build additional power transmission
infrastructure, which is expensive.
4. Most important: Because you can't count on getting the energy we require on any given day at any given hour,
NONE of our existing generating stations can be eliminated or replaced.
You CANNOT store the power generated by the solar cells and use it later. On the occasions that the solar plants
are producing energy the existing ones must be turned off! Of course, almost all of the cost remains because every
station must still be fully manned because you never know when clouds will come and the generating stations will have
to come back on within seconds. (The Politicians that voted for this suddenly became Very Rich!)
Wind Power is a TOTAL WASTE.
Virtually all of the ridiculous faults of Solar Power apply to Wind Power. Cost per KWH is 10 times higher.
You cannot count on the wind at any time at any given place. Enormous Federal Subsidies mask costs even further.
And, you CANNOT store the power generated by the Wind-farms and use it later either!
So: More expensive land; More expensive power transmission infrastructure; No existing powerplants can be replaced.
Have you ever driven past a Wind-Farm? I'll bet you never saw more than 10% of the Windmills even turning so multiply times 10 again = 100 times more expensive! (The Politicians that voted for this suddenly became Very Rich!)

Hybrid Cars are a HOAX - a Gross SCAM on the public!
OUR Government is BLATANTLY CHEATING. They have created, prescribed and endorsed an efficiency measurement
criteria that is a LIE! When they test for MPG (Miles per gallon - as a comparison against regular cars) they start with
fully charged batteries, drive a prescribed number of miles, make sure they use ALL of the energy stored in the batteries
(they are COMPLETELY DEAD - discharged at the end of the test) and use the smaller on-board gas engine for the
propulsion needed for the rest of the test. They then take the miles traveled and divide it by the gallons used.
They COMPLETELY IGNORE the fact that the batteries are depleted and must be fully re-charged.
When asked about it they simply reply that the amount of energy needed to recharge them is very small, of little cost and
“charging them is COMPLETELY GREEN!” A TOTAL LIE!
1. The mileage stated is always better than an equivalent gas-powered car.
2. They NEVER mention testing these Hybrids at NIGHT, when all the lights have to be on (you would be amazed at
how much electricity they use.
3. They NEVER mention testing these Hybrids with the AIR-CONDITIONING on. The power required to power A/C
is NOT inconsequential.
4. FACT - IMPOSSIBLE! The Hybrid car has a gas engine (#1) driving a generator (#2), that produces electricity that
drives an electric motor (#3), that drives wheels (#4). In a car, you simply have ONE gas engine that drives the wheels.
Each one of these FOUR machines operates at less than 100% efficiency. We now have FOUR losses in the system
instead of TWO! No matter how efficient the electrical ones are they cannot be 100%, so a lot is lost here - usually the
total is about TWICE that of a gas engine. If you factor in the equivalent amount of gasoline it would take to produce
the electrical energy furnished by the batteries (and procured from the power generating station) the ACTUAL mileage
will be usually about 30% WORSE!
5. But, even this is misleading as most Hybrids are much smaller than gas powered cars so they naturally get better
mileage than a bigger car (and perform accordingly poorer).
6. Just the simple action of re-charging the batteries is not 100% efficient - not even close! You have to put much more
energy INTO the batteries than you will "take out" driving the electric motor. They always IGNORE this FACT.
7. The amount of energy needed to re-charge in NOT small - it would probably blow all the fuses in your house if you
don't purchase special expensive equipment that will handle the tremendous increase in power required. Or; you can
charge them slowly but that may take days.
8. The cost of this electrical power is NOT cheap! It costs a lot of money to charge these batteries.
9. The batteries are EXTREMELY expensive (somewhere around $4,000 - 10,000) but they are supposed to last about
150,000 miles. (If this is true, there pretty obviously won't be many "new battery replacements" - a new battery will
cost FAR MORE than the car will be worth.)
10. GREEN? It may appear that way in your garage. BUT, on the other end of those wires coming into your house is an
“UNSEEN and far away” power generating station that is probably burning coal or oil. Checking out the “equivalentPower” (the electric power required to equal the amount of gas that would have been consumed were it a gas car) you
Would probably be surprised to find that:
The Power Station puts out about 3-1/2 times MORE CO2 into the atmosphere than a car’s gas engine would!
11. But, that's not all! All the while we have been talking about how much energy we put into the batteries while
re-charging them. Well, guess what? You are NOT usually next door to the power-plant. The power generated at the
plant may have to go through 4 to 8 transformers and Hundreds of Miles of transmission cables before it gets to you.
While it is true that each of these items has been developed for minimal losses, the total lost averages 2/3 of that
Generated (only 1/3 of it gets to your house!). In other words, it may take 3 times as much power generated to get you
what you need to charge the batteries. So, while it is true that you only pay for the amount of electricity YOU use, not
for whatever is lost en-route (although these losses are certainly built into the price you pay), the 3-1/2 times more CO2
becomes, in REALITY:
As much as 10-1/2 times more CO2 is put into the atmosphere by driving a Hybrid than by its gasoline equivalent.
Did you really think a Hybrid is GREEN? NOPE! Not even close!
(But then, is CO2 really bad?)
All-Electric Cars: Almost all the above apply and more! $10,000 Govt Subsidies cost YOU & Me and do NOTHING for the Planet!
(Simple or In-Depth scientific analysis of Electric Cars & all things related)
So, the BIG Questions here are:
1. Why is our government recommending we NOT use our own oil?
2. Why is our government LYING to us about the real benefits of "drilling our own oil"?
3. Why is our government taking money from You & Me by FORCE to subsidize LOOSING PROPOSITIONS like
Electric Cars, Hybrid Cars, Solar & Wind Power?
4. Why is our government LYING to us about the efficiencies and supposed benefits of these power generating
technologies?
I can furnish sources on every bit of this. If you are interested, let me know.
Much of the Hybrid Car info here came from: http://mb-soft.com/public/cars00.html
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